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Abstract: Production planning is an important factor for production efficiency in the shipyard.
However, planning is currently executed by manual operations based on the experience of field
workers because of the complexity of the target shipbuilding project. This paper proposes a method
of creating a realistic production plan automatically by modeling the complex shipbuilding project
and using the developed process simulation. Specifically, we propose a method to represent the
target shipbuilding process by four system models—Product, Workflow, Workplace, and Team. By
executing the developed process simulation using system models, a Gantt chart can be created as
a realistic production plan. From the case studies of a virtual shipyard manufacturing a ship hull
block, it can be said that the proposed method can create a good production plan considering the
complexity of the target shipbuilding project. In addition, the proposed method can evaluate the
bottleneck of the target shipyard and the re-allocation plan for workers quantitatively.

Keywords: process simulation; system modeling; production planning; bottleneck analysis

1. Introduction

The production process in a shipyard represents one of the most complex production
systems in the manufacturing industry. A ship is an enormous collection of individual
parts, with each VLCC (very large crude carrier) said to have 100,000 hull parts and
300,000 outfitting parts. Since all these parts are of different types and sizes, the shipbuild-
ing process requires different workloads, procedures and personnel with skills of various
trades. Unlike mass-produced ATO (Assemble to Order) industries, such as automobiles
and electronic devices, ships are classified as ETO (Engineering to Order) industries [1].
Customers often request specification changes and revisions, and a flexible and rapid
response to changes in customer requirements is required throughout the entire process
from design to production [2]. Therefore, It is the significant job of the production manager
to plan how to efficiently and cost-effectively accumulate the huge number of parts into a
single ship.

Production planning is an essential factor directly related to construction costs and
duration. In addition, it is necessary to compare multiple plans in a short period, taking
into account the constraints of production resources. However, since the vast amount of
information for the entire shipyard is not centrally managed, production planning and man-
agement are still done manually. Manual operations are time-consuming, costly, difficult to
plan optimally, and do not allow for flexible responses to unexpected changes. However,
with the recent trend of digitization, the use of IoT (Internet of Things) technology and
simulation are becoming more and more significant in shipbuilding [3,4]. A simulation-
based approach to production planning is expected to streamline the work strategy time,
resulting in significantly higher productivity [5–7]. To improve production planning in
shipyards, which relies on manual work and the experience of workers, research has been
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done to design and develop an organized system that can automatically create production
plans. Woo et al. [8] focused on the processing shop of a shipyard and created a simula-
tion model of an indoor factory. The PPR (Product, Process, and Resource) information
model was used to create the simulation model. In addition to the PPR, Lee et al. [9]
pointed out that schedule information, which subdivides production resources, is very
important. They applied the PPR-S (Product, Process, Resource, and Schedule) model,
an improved version of the PPR model, to define a process-centric simulation modeling
approach that reflects the characteristics of ship production. J. H. Woo et al. [10] introduced
a decision-making system that can perform logistics verification on scheduling and layout
changes using a block logistics simulation model that reflects product, process, resource,
and schedule data of the shipbuilding industry in a unified manner. Jeong et al. [11] pro-
posed a framework based on a six-element information model defined based on PPR3-S
that can perform process-centered simulation considering the KPI (Key Performance Index)
of a shipyard. The master plan of the shipyard was validated based on the proposed
framework. Nam et al. [12] analyzed the process of shipbuilding production planning and
developed an Advanced Planning System (APS) that can establish a long-term production
plan. S. Hellgren [13] uses Bayesian networks to model the shipbuilding process of a cruise
ship and analyzes and reports on how three different organizational types of the ship-
building process affect production efficiency. Sender et al. [14] perceived that in shipyard
planning, an integrated consideration of production and logistics resources is necessary
to guarantee a sophisticated planning procedure. They introduced an approach to model
the shipyard specific transport processes and integrate these processes into a shipyard
simulation tool called YardPlan 2.0. Chong et al. [15] proposed an optimized model of the
real-time optimal path for a transporter and established an optimal scheduling method
considering path missing. To minimize delivery delays of sub-contractors to the shipyard, J
G.Park et al. [16] developed the entering order optimization algorithm and work-volume
assignment optimization algorithm. Aoyama et al. [17] and Takechi et al. [18] have built
a shipbuilding factory simulator, a production schedule planning support system, and a
surface plate planning simulator by modeling using Petri nets. Mitsuyuki et al. [19] have
proposed an evaluation method for the effect of introducing production facilities in the
shipbuilding process, taking into account the constraints of the work location and the
skills of the workers, and have verified the effect of the introduction. As for research on
improving the accuracy of planning, Steinhauer et al. [20] focused on the uncertainty in
the early stage of production planning and took an approach to reduce the uncertainty
in the processing time through an estimation process that linking the bill of material to
process times. Choi et al. [21] proposed a method for calculating the man-hours required for
assembly, which is the basis for preparing the basic unit. Based on a ship’s computerized
three-dimensional geometric model, they developed a method that generates the geometric
properties and production information required for calculating the metric.

The above studies improved the efficiency of production control operations by us-
ing factory modeling methods and simulation runs. However, these studies focus on a
part of the shipbuilding process or a simplified product/process model. Furthermore,
although there are many studies that target medium- and long-term plans such as master
plans, there are few examples of granular planning methods that can actually be used by
workers and practical applications. It is necessary to broaden the scope of the simulation,
which is only partial, and to study the overall optimization by modeling the entire factory.
For this purpose, it is extremely important to research and develop a production resource
model that represents facilities and operations involving workers unique to shipbuilding.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to automatically create a production plan
at a practical level, taking into account the complex production system unique to the
shipbuilding process. Specifically, we propose a method for system modeling of complex
product, process and resources constraints in a flexible manner. By executing developed
process simulation, a realistic and good production plan can be obtained. In addition, a
more detailed analysis such as a quantitative assessment of bottlenecks and a re-allocation
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plan for workers can be done by using the created model and the developed process
simulation.

2. Proposed Methods

Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed method. In the proposed method,
the simulation model of the target shipbuilding process is created by system modeling.
By executing process simulation using the simulation model, a realistic production plan is
created as a Gantt chart form.

Figure 1. Overview of the Proposed Method.

In this paper, we describe the proposed method using a simple three-plate model
fabrication process in a certain shipyard as an example. The three-plate model consisted of
three steel plates welded together in an I-shape as shown in Figure 1. To examine the target
shipbuilding process in a process simulation, all the necessary information for production
must be covered as required data.

2.1. Required Data

The first step is to create a bill of materials, which shows the parts of the final product
down to a single item. This is the basic information required for products in the man-
ufacturing industry to understand the components and how they are assembled [22,23].
From now on, this data will be referred to as M-BOM (Manufacturing Bill of Material).
In the data structure of M-BOM, the parent–child relationship such as parent item and child
item is managed in a hierarchical structure based on the assembly order of the product.
The parent–child relationship can be considered by dividing the hierarchy as follows: the
final product is the “parent”, the processed parts necessary for assembly are the “children”,
and the raw materials necessary for further processing are the “grandchildren”. The infor-
mation given from the design department to the production department is the blueprint
and CAD (Computer Aided Design) data, which contain only a diagram or model of the
final product. Figure 2 shows how to create M-BOM data from the three-plate model. In the
M-BOM data, the final product is divided by defining “intermediate products” as necessary,
which are the states including the posture at a certain point of assembly from a single part
to a final product (a block, a ship, etc.). The constituent units of intermediate products are
determined depending on the following items [24–27]:

1. Structural characteristics in the assembly procedure;
2. Facilities constraints;
3. Control unit in manufacturing process.

The first item is to determine whether or not there are intersections between weld
marks and whether or not the base product needs to be rotated using the facilities from the
drawing or CAD data. Regarding the second item, facilities constraints include the capacity
of the transport facilities, such as whether the product can be lifted, and the capacity of
the workplace, such as whether sufficient space can be secured to place the product. It
is necessary to set up intermediate products by determining the consistency between the
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quantity number, dimensions, weight information of the product itself and the weight
and dimension constraints of each facility. The third item depends on the judgment of the
production manager o each factory considering work efficiency, management, and so on.
In the case of the three-plate model, the final product S1 was divided into the intermediate
product U1 and the smallest part P3 based on the necessity of turning the upper part
using a crane with P3. Furthermore, U1 is divided into the smallest parts—P1 and P2—by
following the welding line information.

Figure 2. How to Create M-BOM Data.

The next step is to create data that define the manufacturing process for each product
as defined in the M-BOM data. A unit of work is defined as a task. The execution order
between tasks and the workload for each task are defined based on the past performance
records. The data that summarizes this information are called the BOP (Bill of Process).
Figure 3 shows the example of creating BOP data form the three-plate model. “WL” in
the BOP data means the workload. In this example, machining for P1 to P3, welding for
U2, reversing, welding for S1 in execution tasks are defined. The welding of U2 and the
welding of S1, which are the same task, are distinguished as different tasks because they
are performed in different workplaces.

Figure 3. How to Create BOP Data.

Figure 4 shows the example of creating workplace data and workers’ data. Workplace
data indicate facilities located in target workplaces and the tasks that the facilities can be
performed. This information can be created from the target factory layout and facilities’
specification information. If necessary, constraints specific to the facilities should be imple-
mented (for example, restrictions on the number of products in a workplace, restrictions
on movement between workplaces, etc.). Workers’ data are expressed in terms of who can
perform each task. This will be created based on the capability information of each worker
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ascertained by the production manager. If necessary, attribute information and constraints
specific to the workers should be added (skill values to account for differences in abilities
among workers, fixed workplaces to be assigned, etc.).

Figure 4. How to Create Workplace Data and Workers’ Data.

2.2. System Model for Simulation

The target shipbuilding process is converted into a simulation model using the re-
quired data. We assumed that the simulation model consists of four models: Product,
Workflow, Workplace, and Team. Figure 5 shows the contents of each model and these
relationships. We will model each of the four models using a graph structure represented
by nodes and links based on graph theory [28,29]. Figure 6 shows the simulation model of
the target shipbuilding process according to the following four models. This section shows
the contents of each model and how to create each model.

Figure 5. Proposed System Models and These Relationships.
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Figure 6. Simulation Model of The Target Shipbuilding Process.

The product model represents the product to be manufactured in the production
process. A product is a tree structure that consists of multiple parts. Every single product
from the final product to the smallest product defined in the M-BOM data is a node.
Each node has a “product name” as an attribute. The “dependency between products” is
expressed as a directed link in which the parent product owns the child products. Create
the link from the parent-child hierarchy data defined in M-BOM data. These relationships
are represented as red arrows in Figure 6. The “dependency between products and tasks”
is expressed by combining product nodes and task nodes with links from BOP data. These
relationships are represented as red dashed lines in Figure 6.

The workflow model is composed of the tasks to generate a product. In a workflow
model, define one task represented in BOP data as one node. Each task node has “task
name”, “planned workload” and “dependency between tasks” as attributes. The “depen-
dency between tasks” is expressed by joining task nodes with directed links in the direction
of execution. These relationships are represented as blue arrows in Figure 6.

In the workplace model, it represents the facilities, size and dependency information
of each workplaces. According to the workplace data, each workplace and each facility
is represented by one node. Each node has “name”, “target task” and “dependency”
as attributes. The “dependency” expresses the affiliation of each facility by linking the
workplace node and the facility node. These relationships are represented as green solid
lines in Figure 6. The “target task” expresses which task can be performed by linking
facility nodes and task nodes. These relationships are represented as green dashed lines in
Figure 6.

The team model represents the team and the workers who can perform each task.
According to the workers’ data, the team and each worker are defined by one node. Each
worker node has “name”, “dependency” and “task skill” as attributes. The “dependency”
is a link between the team node and the worker node. These relationships are represented
as yellow solid lines in Figure 6. The “task skill” shows which tasks the worker can handle
and its capability. This is expressed by linking the worker node and the task node. These
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relationships are represented as yellow dashed lines in Figure 6. Skill values are given to
the attributes of the links. A skill value of 1.0 means, for example, that it takes 1.0 [minutes]
to complete a task with a workload of 1.0 [minutes]. If modeling involves consideration
of skill differences between workers, use skill values. The “available facilities” is decided
from the “task skill” of workers and “target tasks” of facilities by linking workers node and
facility nodes. These relationships are represented as yellow dotted lines in Figure 6.

2.3. Process Simulation

Next, we propose an algorithm to perform a process simulation using the data struc-
ture modeled as input values. The proposed algorithm is based on the shipbuilding
simulation developed by Mitsuyuki et al. [30] and adds the ability to model shipyard-
specific constraints. Furthermore, we developed pDESy [31], which is the open source
python library [32] and includes the proposed algorithm. This library is developed based
on the discrete-time process simulation that follows the state of the task at each time step.
The task execution is represented by reducing the remaining workload and updating the
state based on the assigned facilities and the skill values of the workers. The following
state types are defined: NONE: cannot start, READY: can start, WORKING: in progress,
FINISHED: completed. The developed process simulation repeats the following operation
until the all tasks are ended;

• Extract of tasks in READY or WORKING state;
• Place the products depending on the extracted tasks in the corresponding workplace;
• Extract available workers and facilities;
• Allocate workers and facilities based on task priority;
• Execute the task;

Initially, at time t = 0, the state of the first task in all workflows is set to READY.
At this time, all the other task states are still NONE. Next, extract tasks whose state is either
READY or WORKING (in the case of repetitive processing, the state may be WORKING).
Place the product depending on the task, whose state is READY, according to the workplace
model. If the corresponding workplace is not available, it stays in the same workplace at
time t − 1. Place the products depending on the task, whose state is WORKING, in the
same workplace at time t − 1. After the products are installed in the workplace, extract
the workers and facilities that are available at the current time. Then, according to the task
priority rule, workers and facilities with skill values are assigned to the corresponding task.
The task priority rule is to decide which product should be started first when multiple
products whose task status are READY to exist. In this paper, we adopt the FIFO (First
In First Out) rule, which means that workers start working on the oldest products in the
order they arrive. After allocating resources according to the rules, change the task status to
WORKING and execute the task. Then, update the remaining workload of the task based
on the skill value of the worker. If the remaining workload is zero in this update, change
the task status to FINISH. In addition, set the task state to READY when the advanced task
state in the workflow is FINISH. The simulation ends when all tasks are in the FINISH
state. Otherwise, it moves forward one time and returns to the extraction of the tasks in
the ready-to-start state. The simulation results output the simulation end time, the state
of each model at each time, and the tasks that each resource has started. A Gantt chart is
created as a process simulation result based on these records.

3. Case Study

The proposed method is applied to a virtual shipyard to plan the manufacturing of
one ship hull block. The output results are evaluated using several indices to show how
the proposed method can be utilized and its usefulness in the field.

First, the target product in the virtual shipyard is the blocks in the center of the hull
of a large cargo ship. For the design information of the block, we use the midship section
design in Figure 7 and the construction profile design in Figure 8 of the cargo ship, which is
given in the lecture of “Design and Drawing II” at Yokohama National University. Produce
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a block with a length of 5334 mm from the middle of frame numbers 110 and 111 to the
middle of frame number 117 and 118 of the steel profile design in Figure 8.

Figure 7. The Midship Section Design.

Figure 8. The Construction Profile Design.
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For the production resources of the virtual shipyard, we assumed the layout of the
virtual shipyard and the arrangement of workers shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Layout of the Virtual Shipyard.

For creating M-BOM data from the design data of Figures 7 and 8, a target large hull
block is divided into four large sets of blocks: a double bottom block at the bottom of the
hull, a side shell block at the side of the hull, a topside tank block at the upper deck, and a
second deck block at the second deck. Based on this division, we created the M-BOM data
shown in Figure 10.

The manufacturing procedure of the ship hull block is based on the conventional
method [33,34]. The “cut” material is the first task, then minimum components will become
small assembly blocks or steel panels. In the case of small assembly blocks, they go through
“distribute”, “install”, “automatic weld”, and “manual weld” tasks. After that, it is “stocked”
in the stockyard until it is “transported” and picked up by the large assembly process.
In the case of steel panels, they go through the “longitudinal pre-weld” and “plate joint”
tasks. After that, it is “stocked” in the stockyard until it is “transported” and picked up
by the large assembly process. In the large assembly process, the small assembly blocks
and steel panels that make up the intermediate products are taken from the stockyard
to perform the “distribute”, “install”, and “weld” tasks. Depending on the shape of the
intermediate product, it should be turned over by a crane after the “weld” task to prepare
it for the next intermediate product stage. It’s called a “reverse” task. Completed large
assembly blocks are “transported” to the stockyard and “stocked” until they are taken
over by the total assembly process. Each task’s planned workload is expressed as a ratio
when the workload of the “transport” task is set to 1 (a dimensionless unit of time) and set
arbitrarily. Based on these assumptions, we created the BOP data shown in Table 1.

According to the layout diagram shown in Figure 9, we defined each workplace,
the facilities installed, and the tasks which can be performed by each facility. Usually, in the
small assembly process in a shipyard, a line production method is adopted that suits the
characteristics of the small assembly blocks. In this system, small assembly blocks with a
simple structure are placed on a conveyor belt for flowing work to improve efficiency. In
the case study, two conveyors are installed with compartmentalized sections for each task
of “distribute”, “install”, “automatic weld”, and “manual weld”. Since the belt conveyor
is a continuous structure, it is not possible to move to another conveyor midway once on
it. In addition, each compartment on the conveyor can only have one small set of blocks
and produce each block in a single flow. It is necessary to model the above characteristics
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of conveyors, such as “constraints on movement between workplaces” and “constraints
on the capacity of workplaces”. As to the former, add the information specifying the next
workplace and the previous workplace to the workplace data. The simulation model is
created by joining workplace nodes with directed links in the order of movement. As for
the latter, add the allowable number of pieces to the workplace data. The simulation model
is created by adding the maximum number of items to the workplace node as an attribute.
Among the facilities in a shipyard, transportation facilities (cars and cranes) are not located
in a specific workplace but move between workplaces. This is modeled by defining a
dummy workplace node for the transport facility and linking it to the transport facility
node. Table 2 shows the workplace data created considering the above facility constraints
and the shipyard layout.

Figure 10. M-BOM Data in Case Study.
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Table 1. BOP Data in Case Study.

Cut Material Bending Part Single Plate Steel Panel

Name Workload Name Workload Name Workload Name Workload
1st Task Cut 15 Bend 2 Pre-Weld 3 Joint 3
2nd Task Crane Transport 1
3rd Task Panel Stock 0
4th Task
5th Task
6th Task

Small Assembly Block Intermediate Product Large Assembly Block

Name Workload Name Workload Name Workload
1st Task Small Distribute 3 Car Transport 1 Car Transport 1
2nd Task Small Install 3 Large Distribute 8 Large Distribute 8
3rd Task Small Auto Weld 6 Large Install 8 Large Install 8
4th Task Small Manual Weld 10 Large Weld 15 Large Weld 15
5th Task Small Stock 0 (Transverse) 5 Crane Transport 1
6th Task Large Stock 0

Table 2. Workplaces Data in Case Study.

Workplace Facility Target Task

Cut place Cutter Cut

Bend place Bender Bend

Pre-weld place Weld machine p Pre-weld

Joint place Weld machine j Joint

Steel Panel Stockyard - Panel Stock

Conveyor1 place1 Tool d1 Small Distribute

Conveyor1 place2 Tool i1 Small Install

Conveyor1 place3 Weld machine a1 Small Auto Weld

Conveyor1 place4 Weld machine m11 Small Manual WeldWeld machine m12

Conveyor2 place1 Tool d2 Small Distribute

Conveyor2 place2 Tool i2 Small Install

Conveyor2 place3 Weld machine a2 Small Auto Weld

Conveyor2 place4 Weld machine m21 Small Manual WeldWeld machine m22

Small Assembly Block Stockyard - Small Stock

Large Assembly place1

Tool D11 Large DistributeTool D12
Tool I11 Large InstallTool I12

Weld machine L11 Large WeldTool machine L12

Large Assembly place2

Tool D21 Large DistributeTool D22
Tool I21 Large InstallTool I22

Weld machine L21 Large WeldTool machine L22
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Table 2. Cont.

Workplace Facility Target Task

Large Assembly place3

Tool D31 Large DistributeTool D32
Tool I31 Large InstallTool I32

Weld machine L31 Large WeldTool machine L32

Large Assembly Block Stockyard - Large Stock

Car place car Car Transport

Crane place crane Crane Transport
Transverse

Table 3 shows the data of workers belonging to the virtual shipyard in Figure 9. In this
workers’ data, name, target tasks and available facilities are defined by each worker.

Table 3. Workers Data in Case Study.

Worker Target Task Available Facility
w1 Cut Cutter

w2 Bend Bender

w3 Pre-weld Weld machine p

w4 Joint Weld machine j

w5 Small Distribute Tool d1

w6 Small Distribute Tool d2

w7 Small Install Tool i1

w8 Small Install Tool i2

w9 Small Manual Weld Weld machine m11, Weld machine m12

w10 Small Manual Weld Weld machine m11, Weld machine m12

w11 Small Manual Weld Weld machine m21, Weld machine m22

w12 Small Manual Weld Weld machine m21, Weld machine m22

w13
Large Distribute Tool D11, Tool D12

Large Install Tool I11, Tool I12
Large Weld Weld machine L11, Weld machine L12

w14
Large Distribute Tool D11, Tool D12

Large Install Tool I11, Tool I12
Large Weld Weld machine L11, Weld machine L12

w15
Large Distribute Tool D21, Tool D22

Large Install Tool I21, Tool I22
Large Weld Weld machine L21, Weld machine L22

w16
Large Distribute Tool D21, Tool D22

Large Install Tool I21, Tool I22
Large Weld Weld machine L21, Weld machine L22

w17
Large Distribute Tool D31, Tool D32

Large Install Tool I31, Tool I32
Large Weld Weld machine L31, Weld machine L32

w18
Large Distribute Tool D31, Tool D32

Large Install Tool I31, Tool I32
Large Weld Weld machine L31, Weld machine L32

w19 Car Transport Car
w20 Crane Transport Transverse Crane
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3.1. Simulation of One Block Production

Using the simulation model of the shipbuilding process of the virtual shipyard, we
can execute the process simulation. The output result shows the proposed production plan
for producing the central block of the ship hull. Figure 11 shows the Gantt chart for each
product defined in the M-BOM data. The gray area shows the time period of the READY
state, and the red area shows the time of the WORKING state of each product.

Figure 11. Result of Gantt Chart by Each Product.

To evaluate the validity of the manufacturing flow of products from the output results,
we specifically focus on the Gantt chart of the double bottom block. The parts cut from time
0 to 9 pass through the conveyor from time 9 to 97 to form small assembly blocks. Each
small assembly block is produced on a staircase, thus reproducing the single-piece flow
of the conveyor process. The parts cut from time 40 to 49 become multiple single plates
from time 50 to 61 and are joined to make the lower steel panel (time 62 to 72) and the
upper steel panel (time 73 to 83). At time 73, when the lower steel plate and small assembly
blocks are ready, the large assembly starts and, at time 197 it is reversed and the upper steel
plate is welded to complete the double bottom block at time 217. Following the Gantt chart
along the time axis, it is confirmed that the production plan was output as modeled.

3.2. Simulation of Five Blocks Production

In order to demonstrate the benefits of the system modeling by the proposed method,
the following two analyses are conducted.

• Evaluating bottlenecks of target shipyard;
• Reviewing the workers’ allocation plan.
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The target of these analyses is the same as in the previous case study of one block
production, but here we assume that five blocks are manufactured instead of one. Figure 12
shows the Gantt chart of workers in the original plan. In this section, this result is used as a
baseline. The blue area shows the time of the WORKING state of each worker.

Figure 12. Gantt Chart of Workers in the Original Plan.

3.2.1. Evaluating Bottlenecks of Target Shipyard

Firstly, we investigated which workplace in the shipyard would have the most impact
on the original plan if their efficiency were to deteriorate. Specifically, we performed an
experiment in which a single workplace is selected and made quantitative comparisons
between the original plan and a plan in which only the skill value of the worker assigned to
that workplace was reduced. The skill values of the worker in the experimental workplace
are set to 0.8, and the skill values of the workers in the other workplaces are set to 1.0.

Table 4 shows the results of this investigation. “BS [workplace name]” (ex. BS Cut
Place) shows which workplace is selected for this bottleneck analysis. We adopted three
types of KPIs (Key Performance Indicators). The first KPI is the lead time, which indicates
the time from the beginning to the end of the project. From Table 4, “Project Lead Time”
of “BS Large Assembly Place1 (weld)” shows 920, which is the longest time compared
others. The work efficiency of the “welding” task in the large assembly workplace, where
the double-bottom blocks are manufactured, has the most impact on the lead time. The
second KPI is the total time a product is stocked in the stockyard. From Table 4, “Small
Block Stock Time” of “BS Cut Place” indicates 187 and “Steel Panel Stock Time” of “BS
Crane Place” shows 749. Each is the longest time compared to the others. The efficiency
loss of the “cutting” task has the most impact on the yard stocking time for small assembly
blocks, while the efficiency loss of the “transporting” and “reversing” tasks by the crane
has the most impact on the yard stocking time for steel panels. The third KPI is the waiting
time on the conveyor of small assembly blocks. This indicator is strongly related to the
idling time of the workers. From Table 4, “Conveyor Waiting Time” of “BS Conveyor1
Place3” shows 982, which is the longest time compared others. The decrease in efficiency
of the “manual welding” task of the small assembly blocks maximizes the waiting time.

3.2.2. Reviewing the Workers’ Allocation Plan

Next, we reviewed the original workers’ allocation plan by calculating each worker’s
operation rate. The operation rate in this section is the percentage of time that a worker is
in a WORKING state out of the time section where all workplaces have work in progress.
In this review, the target time section is from time 129 to time 374 in the original plan showed
in Figure 12. In this target time section, the workers in the large assembly workplace of
the second deck block (w15 and w16 in Figure 9) and the car operator (w19 in Figure 9)
have the lower operation rate. From this analysis, the re-allocation plan was created by
reducing the car operator and adding the car transporting task to the worker (w15) in
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the large assembly workplace. Figure 13 shows the simulation result of re-allocation plan.
Table 5 shows the comparison results between the original plan and re-allocation plan.
From Table 5, all KPI values of the re-allocation plan were almost the same as the original
plan. It can be said that reducing the car operator does not affect the original plan.

Table 4. Bottleneck Evaluation Results.

Case Project Lead Time Small Block Stock
Time

Steel Panel Stock
Time

Conveyor Waiting
Time

Original Plan 761 146 646 717
BS Cut Place 819 187 721 717

BS Bend Place 761 147 646 717
BS Pre-Weld Place 868 146 220 717

BS Joint Place 766 146 634 717
BS Conveyor1 Place1 761 146 646 513
BS Conveyor1 Place2 761 146 646 441
BS Conveyor1 Place3 768 113 680 982
BS Large Assembly
Place1 (Distribute) 880 146 688 717

BS Large Assembly
Place1 (Install) 880 146 688 717

BS Large Assembly
Place1 (Weld) 920 146 710 717

BS Large Assembly
Place2 (Distribute) 761 146 656 717

BS Large Assembly
Place2 (Install) 761 146 656 717

BS Large Assembly
Place2 (Weld) 761 146 646 717

BS Large Assembly
Place3 (Distribute) 797 146 712 717

BS Large Assembly
Place3 (Install) 797 146 712 717

BS Large Assembly
Place3 (Weld) 823 146 729 717

BS Car Place 769 146 676 717
BS Crane Place 836 146 749 717

Figure 13. Gantt Chart of Workers in the Re-allocation Plan.

Table 5. Comparison Result between Original Plan and Re-allocation Plan.

Project Lead
Time

Small Block
Stock Time

Steel Panel
Stock Time

Conveyor
Waiting Time

Original Plan 761 146 646 717
Re-allocation

Plan 767 146 663 717
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4. Overall Discussion

From the two analyses performed in Section 3.2, the following observations can be
made:

• Based on the results of the bottleneck analysis, the production manager can identify
which workplace’s delay will have the greatest impact on the plan, and notify field
workers of bottleneck workplace before starting work to prevent delays in planning
and ensure appropriate management;

• By modifying the task qualification of workers, it is possible to create a multiple
assignment patterns. Production managers can create optimal assignment plans by
trying these patterns and quantitatively evaluating the differences.

In the case studies, the proposed method can be used to create a realistic production
plan by system modeling various information of the target shipyard. It is also shown that
the created model made it easy to identify bottlenecks and to conduct quantitative studies
on the re-allocation of workers. The proposed method can also be used to understand
the impact on back-end processes caused by worker vacancies and facility breakdowns,
to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of installing a new facility, to assess the overall impact of
differences in worker capabilities and to create delivery-oriented plans using backward
simulation. The key point is that if we modify the model information of the input and
quantitatively evaluate the simulation output, we can apply it to various production man-
agement decision cases by using the proposed system modeling and process simulation.

Production simulation tools for process optimization have already been put to practical
use as stand-alone applications in Plant Simulation by Siemens, Dassaults Heavy Industry
plant layout, and so forth. Recently, a total package including data management and
simulation has been put to practical use under the concept of Digital Twin. All of them
adopt a direct modeling method for equipment in a specific factory or production phase. It
is necessary to use various kinds of models and applications to represent the production
process of the whole shipyard. This paper adopts a method that uses only four models
classified on a function basis to represent the target production process. We believe that
using these models to represent the production process will eliminate the need to integrate
and link many applications.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a method to create a realistic production plan automatically by
modelling the complex shipbuilding project and using the process simulation. Specifically,
we proposed a method to represent the target complex shipbuilding project by four models,
Product, Workflow, Workplace, and Team. The developed process simulation using system
models creates a Gantt chart as a realistic production plan. A case study of a virtual
shipyard manufacturing a ship hull block yielded the following results and findings.

• The proposed method can be used to create a realistic production plan by system
modeling various information of the target shipyard;

• By utilizing created model and process simulation, we can evaluate the bottleneck of
the target shipyard and the re-allocation plan for workers quantitatively.

Based on the above, once a simulation model of the target product or factory is created,
it is easy to examine the optimal work plan by simply changing the model information.
Therefore, it can be said that the proposed method is effective and practical as a decision-
making tool for production managers in the production planning and project management
of shipbuilding.

The goal of this study is to manage the shipbuilding overall process using models,
process simulation, and monitoring data. The future work of this study is to develop a
database system for executing the proposed system automatically and to use the monitoring
data of the target production process for more precise and flexible process simulations.
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